
 

 

 

 

HOME LEARNING 
 
Subject: History- Year 11- Revision                                                     Time to complete: Unlimited 
 
Learning Objective: To revise the idea of cause and effect. To revise what we have learnt so far about 
the US civil war (GCSE students).   
 
Task 1: Read the passage on transportation. Decide if each statement from the passage is a Cause/ 
Reason or Effect/Result. Write the letter C or E next to each sentence. (these can be tricky just do 
your best)  
Task 2: GCSE Students - Civil War- Continue to revise the work packs I gave you before the Christmas 
holidays. Complete the following activities which go with the work you have already been given. 
Task 3: GCSE Students – Civil War- Answer the multiple choice questions (all of the answers you will 
find in your revision packs I gave at Christmas.  
  

 
Save your work: 
If you are using a computer, open a blank document to do your work (you can use Word or Publisher). 
Don’t forget to SAVE it with your name, the lesson you are doing and the date. 
For example: T.Smith Maths 8 April 
 
If you would like us to see or mark your work please email it or send a photo of your completed work 
to the member of staff. 
mnoble@glebe.bromley.sch.uk 
Thank you 
 
Task 1- read the information and decide if each of the following statements are Cause/ Reason or 
Effect/Result. Write the letter C or E next to each statement.   
                                                INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION AND TRANSPORTATION 
Life in England during the Industrial Revolution was very hard. Newly invented machines had taken 

farming jobs away from workers. As a result, people had moved to cities to look for work. The cities 

soon became overcrowded and there were not enough jobs for all the new arrivals. This meant that many 

people were very poor. People stole food and other items simply to survive. In order to reduce crime, the 

government introduced harsh penalties. Consequently, it wasn’t long before prisons were full. To help 

ease prison overcrowding, the government used old ships that were no longer able to sail. These floating 

jails were called hulks. Hulks were miserable places to be locked up. They were dirty and cramped 

which meant that diseases spread quickly. These ships were moored in rivers and harbours. Britain had 

been sending many convicts to the United States, but due to America’s fight for independence, Britain 

was forced to look for a new place to send their convicts. Britain chose the land we now know as 

Australia as the site of its new penal colony. In 1787, the First Fleet, consisting of eleven ships, set sail 

for the new land. 

 

1. New machines were invented to do the work on farms.  

 

2. Farmers lost their jobs because machines did their work.  

 

3. People had to move to cities. 

 

4. There were not enough jobs for everyone.   

 



5. People became very poor and couldn’t feed their families.  

 

6. Ships were dirty and overcrowded.  

 

7. Many prisoners died on board the ships.  

 

8. Britain lost the war of independence against America. 

 

9.  Britain had to send their prisoners to Australia.  

 

10. The government wanted to reduce crime. 

 

11. The government introduced harsh new laws to stop the increase in crime.     

 

 

TASK 2 – Complete the following sentences. Use the words below A-I as your answers.   
 

1.                                                                                 2. 

                                    
 

3.                                                                                     4.  

                                      
 

5.                                                                                        6. 

 

                                          
 

7.                                                                                         8. 

 

                                                
 

 

 A.  Abraham Lincoln        B.  Jefferson Davies       C.  Abolition        D.  The Union       F.  Rebels  
 
G.   Secession        H.  Yankees        I.   Confederacy            
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

TASK 3 – Answer the following questions about the Civil War from the multiple choice options.  
 

1. States in the South believed                                                   
A. They were better                                                                    
B. They were French  
C. They should be in charge of the USA 
D. They should decide on their own laws.                
  

 
3. This allowed the Federal Government to  
arrest any runaway slaves even in free states. 
A. The Declaration of sentiments. 
B. The Fugitive Slave Act. 
C.  Wilmot Proviso 
D. Harpers Ferry  
  

   
5. The result of the Dred Scott decision was that 
A.  Slaves could never be citizens.  
B.  Slavery was outlawed in new territories.  
C. Slaves could be free if living in a free state.  
D. Lincoln became more famous  

 

 

 

 
7.  An effect of the Kansas Nebraska Act was                       
A. The slaves were free  
B.  Gold was discovered in Nebraska. 
C.  Violence broke out between pro-slavery and  
anti-slavery supporters 
D. Lincoln became president  

 
9. What court case would match these headlines 

 
 
10. Who is this man?       
A. Ulysses S Grant  
B. Stonewall Jackson  
C. W T Sherman  
D. Robert E Lee                                        

2. The first state to secede from the Union was  
A. South Carolina           
B. Florida 
C. Mississippi 
D. North Carolina   
 

4. An enslaved person who went to court to 
get his freedom was  
A. Stephen Douglas  
B. John Brown  
C. Dred Scott 
D. Nat Turner  

6. Which new Act said that if a slave state 
was added to the union then a non-slave 
state had to be added at the same time. 
A. Compromise of 1850 
B. Missouri Compromise 
C. Kansas-Nebraska Act  
D. Fugitive Slave Act.    
 

8. The violence after the Kansas-
Nebrask Act was known as  
A. Bleeding Kansas 
B. Bleeding Nebraska 
C. Killing Kansas 
D. Killing Nebraska  

A. West versus Kaide 
B. Dred Scott versus Stanford 
C. Gibbons versus Ogdin 
D. Bain versus Goss 

 


